We present a new system-level framework for the automatic detection and tracking of multiple persons' heads in intelligent meeting rooms. We implement this approach with a distributed array of cameras that detect the meeting participants and continuously estimate their head orientation and head movements in 6 degrees-of-freedom with fine precision. The initial position of each person is obtained with a set of face detectors coupled with a new iterative approach to resolve the 3D ambiguities from overlapping epipolar lines. The head pose is obtained from a hybrid head pose estimation and tracking scheme that combines support vector regressors with a new multi-view 3D model-based tracking system. The purpose of this system is to facilitate the automatic semantic analysis of group meetings. As an example application, we evaluate the ability of the system to estimate the person that receives the most visual attention in the form of head direction.
INTRODUCTION
We are witnessing an evolution in personal computing, marked by the transition from a directed user model to an ambient model where computers transparently monitor and infer human behavior. With distributed cameras and multi-view image processing, we enable intelligent environments that can interpret, record, and provide a context-aware response to human actions.
In this paper, we introduce a new vision-based framework intended to aid in the development of human interactivity, visualization and analysis. This system encompasses a tool for multi-person and multi-view head detection, localization, pose estimation and tracking. It operates in a fully-automatic manner and can be configured for both on-line or off-line processing, allowing for fine head pose estimation in six degreesof-freedom. It estimates the 3D location of each person, the direction their head is facing, and the movement of their head over time. This enables a high-level description about the dynamics of the observer, and it also provides information about the environment that surrounds the observer.
Head pose estimation is intrinsically linked with visual gaze estimation, i.e., the ability to characterize the direction and focus of a person's eyes [1] . By itself, head pose provides a coarse indication of gaze, and head motion is highly coordinated with eye movements [2] . The head as the indicator of visual focus of attention has the advantage that it be seen in low-resolution, a common consequence in meeting room scenarios where the cameras have been chosen to provide a wide field-of-view.
In most practical applications, we are rarely interested in the raw direction that a person is looking. Instead, we would like to know at whom or at what they are looking, and conversely, whom or what they are ignoring. Since people attend primarily to objects that hold their interest, much can be inferred about the environment by observing the target of their attention. Accordingly, gaze following is a critical behavior for infant development [3, 4] . Rather than exhaustively searching for visually stimulating objects, children as young as six months use the line-of-sight of a caregiver as a saliency filter for their environment. Head motion also provides a rich source of information in the form of nonverbal gestures.
Group meetings play an important role in organizations, providing a forum for the exchange of ideas and consequently the basis of many important decisions. Meeting rooms are commonly wired for video projection and remote conferencing to facilitate the exchange of information, and they are realistic venues for the deployment of distributed vision systems. In a meeting, the gaze direction from multiple people can be used to find objects or persons of interest. As a conceptual example, if four people are sitting at a table and all heads are directed towards one of them, it is likely that he/she is the speaker. In this context, we consider their joint visual attention to be a nonverbal indication of saliency that they collectively assign to objects in the environment.
In the remainder of this paper, we describe our multiperson head pose estimation and tracking system, and we evaluate its ability to determine joint visual attention. This task has various applicability, such as for meeting recording systems that actively switch to the camera with the best view of the joint attentional target.
Related Work
There has been a great interest in intelligent spaces that monitor the occupants and use head pose to measure their activities and visual focus of attention [2, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Our proposed system differs from these works in many ways, most significantly in that we simultaneously estimate the head pose of four to five persons and utilize head pose estimation and tracking algorithms that provide a six degree-of-freedom interpretation of head position and orientation. For estimating the visual focus of attention from head pose estimation, previous approaches have considered the problem as a machine learning task [14, 15] , using a set of examples to train a model of which head directions are associated with which targets. While these approaches are well-suited for predetermined seating configurations, the classifiers that are constructed are specific to the training situations. To build a generic vision system for varying meeting sizes and arbitrary seating arrangements it becomes necessary to estimate the targets on the y and measure the absolute head direction of each person. This precludes the use of a classifier trained for a specific configuration. Instead, the 3D location and orientation of each participant must be estimated with regard to a global coordinate system. The ability to perform this task is a fundamental difference of our proposed system, and our hybrid approach to 3D head pose estimation and tracking is a novel departure from any existing work.
MULTI-PERSON HEAD DETECTION AND TRACKING
Our system combines a series of vision and modeling techniques to detect and track the 3D head position and orientation of meeting participants. It consists of the following modules:
Camera Calibration: The extrinsic, intrinsic, and distortion parameters are calculated to provide an accurate transformation between global world coordinates and each of the cameras.
2D Head Detection: A set of three Adaboost cascades [16] are used to detect people in each camera view, and an L*a*b colorspace prior is used to prune false positives.
3D Head Localization: With multiple people, the 2D detected faces create many ambiguities as to the location of each person. We introduce an iterative algorithm that localizes the most likely candidates in order, maintaining a one-to-one correspondence between 2D faces and 3D location. Head Pose Estimation: Each facial region is scalenormalized to a fixed size and used to extract a Localized Gradient Orientation histogram. The histogram is passed to three Support Vector Regressors (SVRs) to estimate the pitch, yaw, and roll of the head relative to the camera. This estimate is then converted to an orientation in the global coordinate system. 3D Model Tracking: Each head is tracked in six degreesof-freedom with a GPU-based particle tracking system. The heads are represented as texture mapped 3D models, and moved to match the observed video. The head pose estimation module runs in parallel, providing the ability to reinitialize the tracks as necessary.
The system operation is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In the remainder of this section, we describe these modules in more detail.
Camera Calibration
A standard camera can be described by three sets of parameters: extrinsic, intrinsic, and distortion [17] . The extrinsic pa- rameters specify the location and orientation of the camera in the world, and the intrinsic parameters describe the camera's field-of-view. The distortion parameters describe the barrel effect of the camera lens and are typically used to remove the distortion prior to image processing. Many software packages are freely available for camera calibration, and as a prerequisite, the cameras used for our system are calibrated with checkerboard patterns.
2D Head Detection
To detect people in the meeting room, our system uses a trio of AdaBoost cascades tuned for right profile, frontal, and left profile faces respectively [16] . Each detector is capable of recognizing heads with enough deviation from its characteristic pose that when combined, they reasonably span the range Fig. 3 . Many ambiguities occur when localizing multiple people from 2D head detections. Our system uses an iterative approach with a one-to-one constraint that minimizes the error in projection. In these example images, the numbers indicate the iteration in which each person is localized.
of head poses in our training data: 30 to 20 in pitch and 80 to 80 in yaw. In addition, we employ a skin-tone prior to reject false detections. Each pixel in the region is compared to a Gaussian skin model, and if more than half of the pixels lie outside the model, the region is rejected. Since the head detection is a major performance bottleneck, we perform the operation in a separate thread of execution, and update the heads whenever the operation completes (approximately once every 2 seconds).
3D Head Localization
If the head detection step is successful, each person in the meeting room will be viewed by two or more cameras. Each detected 2D face corresponds to a parametric line that runs from the camera origin to the real 3D location of the head. If there were only one person in the room, he/she could be found by finding the point that minimizes the error to each line. With multiple people, however, it is ambiguous which face Perspective View Top View Camera Camera Fig. 4 . The effect of perspective distortion on head pose estimation. All three heads have the same orientation in the global coordinate system but appear to have different orientation in the camera image. For absolute head pose estimation, each estimate must be adjusted to compensate for the distortion. This depends on the camera's field-of-view and the location of the head in the camera frame.
belongs to which person. Fig. 3 shows examples of real and false intersections. In conventional near-baseline stereo, these ambiguities can be resolved with correspondence matching, but with widely separated cameras at different viewpoints and non-planar objects (heads) the variation is too great for reliable appearance comparisons. Instead, we use the following iterative approach to localize each head:
1. For every pairwise combination of detected faces, compute the shortest distance between two points on the lines they project into the world. If the distance is below a threshold (5cm in our implementation), add the midpoint of their perpendicularly intersecting line to a list of potential head candidates.
2. Project each candidate into every camera. If the projection lies close to a detected head, it is considered to be "seen" by that camera. For every seen point, we sum the error in pixels between the projection and the detected head location.
3. Find the candidate seen by the most cameras with the minimum error and add it to the list of heads in the scene.
4. Remove every detected face that corresponds to the newly added head. This ensures a one-to-one correspondence between 2D faces and 3D heads.
5. Repeat until there are no more head candidates.
Head Pose Estimation
The static head pose estimation algorithm uses support vector machines with Localized Gradient Orientation (LGO) histograms [18] . The histograms are extracted from the 2D face Fig. 5 . Each head is tracked in six degrees-of-freedom with a GPU-based particle tracking system. This image shows an example of the model and the tracking estimate for a singlecamera application.
regions and passed to three Support Vector Regressors trained for the three Tait-Bryan rotations: pitch, roll, and yaw. These rotations describe the relative rotation of the head relative to camera image, but they do not represent the orientation of the head relative to the global coordinate system. This is because perspective distortion causes every ray pointing at a camera to appear as if it were directed forward as illustrated in Fig. 4 . As a result, two faces that appear to have the same pose in the image plane can have very different orientations in the global coordinate system. The amount of perspective distortion depends on the intrinsic camera parameters. To compensate for the distortion, the estimated head orientation must be rotated. If we define the two unit vectors,ẑ, in the direction of the camera's z-axis, andû, along the ray between the camera origin and the head, the axis of rotation is the cross-product z ×û, and the angle of rotation is cos −1 (ẑ ·û). To represent the orientation of each head, we use a unit quaternion since this representation does not suffer from gimbal lock, 1 and unlike rotation matrices or axis-angle representations, a weighted average of a set of quaternion rotations yields a single rotation that can be considered the centroid of the set. The latter is required for our tracking module.
3D Model Tracking
Each head is tracked with a texture-mapped 3D model in a multi-view, multi-object 3D tracking system. This approach uses appearance-based particle filters to track objects in six degrees-of-freedom in an augmented reality (AR), a virtual environment that mimics the view-space of a set of real cameras [19] . Fig. 5 contains a visualization of this process. The tracker is optimized to run on a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), which frees the central processor from a significant part of the system computation. In addition to the tracker, the static head pose estimator is evaluated every frame providing a consistency check to each track. If the tracking confidence falls below a threshold or the consistency check fails, the track is abandoned and reinitialized following the completion of the next head detection iteration.
ATTENTIONAL TARGETING
Using this system, we demonstrate the capabilities for joint attention modeling. Since the head orientation of each person is relative to a global coordinate system, our vision system can be used to estimate arbitrary targets of interest such as a blackboard or presentation screen, or moving targets such as the other people in the room. To validate the accuracy of this approach, we present experiments that measure the accuracy of the system for joint attention estimation. To do so, we consider that each person in the scene represents a possible target of visual focus of attention. To compute a joint attention score, we consider each head and the orientation of all the other heads in relation to it.
SHIVA-4 Dataset
To test our system, we have created the SHIVA-4 dataset consisting of four meetings recorded by four video cameras. Video is captured synchronously at 30fps at a resolution of 640x480 pixels from each camera using a quad NTSC framegrabber with hardware MPEG-4 compression. The data includes four and five-person, manually annotated meetings that have an approximate average duration of 5 minutes each. The meeting participants included male and female subjects spanning Caucasian, Asian and south-Asian descent. For each video, a human annotator was asked to label the primary joint attentional target as a function of time. The possible labels included any of the people in the meeting or a "no-target" label when no single person could be considered primary target. A visual example of the output is provided in Fig. 6 . Video of the system is available as supplementary material on our website at http://cvrr.ucsd. edu/shiva/multiheadpose.html.
Methods
The location of each head is specified as a point in the 3D world. From this point, a line can be traced in the direction the head is facing, estimating the person's field of view. We compute the shortest Euclidean distance between this line and each of the heads, describing how far away the heads are from this particular line-of-sight. Then, for each person in the room, we sum this distance between the person and all of the other meeting participants. This provides a score describing the level of joint attention that is directed towards this person.
To evaluate the performance of this approach, we compare the system to a ground truth data sequence where the focus of attention has been manually labeled. In these initial experiments, we were able to accurately estimate the correct attentional target in 71:9% of the video frames. Confusion matrices for two of the meetings are presented in Table 1 and  Table 2 . The results are also presented in a temporal crosssection for a meeting excerpt in Fig. 7 . 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The system that we presented in this paper is a new platform for human interaction/activity analysis in ambient environments. In this initial version, it provides rich information about multiple people by integrating modules for head detection, localization, pose estimation and tracking. It enables new investigation in dynamical analysis and provides the situational awareness required to analyze non-verbal head gestures of the meeting participants. These type of high-level semantic cues can be transcribed along with the conversations, intentions, and interpersonal interactions of the meeting participants to provide easily searchable indexes for future reference.
The design is such that the approach can be used in arbitrary configurations, without prior constraints for on the number of people or their placement in the room. We have demonstrated how this system can be used to estimate joint attention from visual focus of attention. In the future, we hope to evaluate the approach for gesture analysis and continually supplement the system with additional modules for observing human activity.
